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CNC ROUTER UCR 1325A
Widely used for engraving, membrane door designing, acrylic carving, decorative panels, wave boards, grill boards etc.

CNC ROUTER UCR 1325C

This CNC Router, configured with high quality spare parts. It can be used to cut or engrave on plastic, acrylic, compos i te  pane l ,  wood,  MDF,  aluminum, copper, etc., widely used in advertising and woodworking industries. With hard steel structure, is fit for hard wood working, like cutting and engraving on Rosewood for furniture, indoor decoration. And with the Vacuum holding way and dust collector, the machine is qualified for mass-producing of furniture. We use top quality components for the machines, like HSD spindle, Delta Inverter, Becker Vacuum pump, Hiwin linear and so on, to keep the machine in the best condition even after many years working. 

• The machines' body is strong, rigid, high precision, reliable and durable.• Imported high-precision ball screw gap, smooth movement,    to ensure that the machine tools high-precision.• Using well-known domestic brands of water-cooled brushless spindle,    low noise, strong cutting ability, to ensure the long time working.• High-performance driven motor to ensure that the    machines high speed and accuracy• Designer perfectly, select the best machine accessories,    to minimize the failure rate preferred

SALIENT FEATURES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 

X, Y working area

Z working area

Table size

Lathe structure

X, Y structure

Z structure

Max. Idling speed

Spindle 

Spindle speed

Working mode

Command

Operating system

Diameter of cutter

Cooling mode

Dust collect function

Work holding

UCR 1325A

1300 x 2500mm

200mm

1440 x 3040mm

Welded steel structure

Rack and pinion transmission

Ball screw transmission

35m/min

4.5 kw

0-24000r/min

Stepper

G code, HPGL, Uoo. mmg; plt

DSP with USB interface

3.175 - 12.7 mm

Water-cooling

Yes

By clamp

UCR 1325B

1300 x 2500mm

200mm

1440 x 3040mm

Welded steel structure

Rack and pinion transmission

Ball screw transmission

35m/min

4.5 kw

0-24000r/min

Stepper

G code, HPGL, Uoo. mmg; plt

DSP with USB interface

3.175 - 12.7 mm

Water-cooling

Yes

By suction

8kw HSD 
Spindle ISO 30

LNC 
Control System

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 

X, Y working area

Z working area

Table size

Lathe structure

Max. Idling speed

Spindle 

Spindle speed

Working mode

Command

Operating system

Diameter of cutter

Cooling mode

Dust collect function

Work holding

UCR 1325C

1300 x 2500mm

300mm

1440 x 3500mm

Rack and pinion 

40m/min

8 kw

0-24000r/min

Servo

G code, HPGL, U00

LNC system

3.175 - 25.4 mm

Air cooling

Yes

By clamp & suction

STONE CUTTING CNC UCR 1325 SS

• Stones such as natural marble, granite, 
   artifical stone, headstone, milestone, 
   ceramic tile
• Materal : copper, alminium 
• Others : woods density board, plastic board

APPLICATIONS

Rotary attachment for making wooden 
pillar on same machine (optional)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 

X, Y working area

Z working area

Table size

X, Y structure

Lathe structure

Z structure

Max. Idling speed

Spindle 

Spindle speed

Working mode

Command

Operating system

Diameter of cutter

Cooling mode

Dust collect function

Work holding

UCR 1325 SS

1300 x 2500mm

300mm

1440 x 3040mm

Rack and pinion transmission

Seamless welded steel structure

Ball screw transmission

35m/min

6 kw

0-24000r/min

Servo

G code, HPGL, Uoo. mmg; plt

NC studio

3.175 - 25.4 mm

Air cooling/Water-cooling

Yes

By clamp
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